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utmost exertions, though assisted by a young lad, his coinpan
ion, ic was dragged into the middle of the current, where he

perished. And when, in swimming at sunset over some dark

pool, where the eye failed to mark or the foot to sound the dis

tant bottom, the twig of some sunken bush or tree has struck

iacr inst me as I passed, I have felt, with sudden start, as if

touched by the cold, blood1cs' fingers of the goblin.

The old chapel among the woods formed the scene, says tra

dit.ion, of an incident similar to that which Sir Walter Scott

relates in his "Heart of Mid-Lothian," when borrowing, as

the motto of the chapter in which he describes the prepara

tions for the execution of Porteus, from an author rarely

quoted,-the Kelpie. 'The hour's come," so runs the ex

tract, "but not the man ;`7-nearly the same words which the

same author employs in his "
Guy Manneriug," in the cave

scene between Ilea Merrilies and Dirk Ha.tterick. "There

is a tradition," he adds in the accompanying note, "that while

a little stream was swollen into a torrent by recent showers,

the discontented voice of the water-spirit was heard to pro

nounce these words. At the same moment, a man urged on

by his fate, or, in Scottish language, fay, arrived at a gallop,

and prepared to cross the water. No remonstrance from the

bystanders was of power to stop him ; he plunged into the

stream, and perished." So far Sir Walter. The Ross-shIre

story is fuller, and somewhat different in its details. On a

field in the near neighborhood of the chapel, now laid out

into the gardens of Coiion House, there was a party of High

landers engaged in an autumnal day at noon, some two or

three centuries ago, in cutting down their corn, when the

boding voice of the wraith was heard rising from the Conon

beneath,-" The hc,ur's come, but not the man." Immediate

ly after, a courier on horseback was seen spurring down the

hill in hot haste, making directly for what is known as a

"fause ford," that lies across the stream, just opposite the old

building, in the form of a rippling bar, which, indicating ap

parently, though very falsely, little depth of water, is flanked

by a deep black 1)001 above and below. The Highlanders
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